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Abstract 
High demand of wide use of three-dimensional operation models in process planning has resulted in an urgent exploration of new 
approaches to 3D manufacturing process design. In this paper, 3D process dimension and manufacturing tolerance design issue is 
studied. A 3D tolerance zone calculation method is developed. The method consists of two procedures including 3D tolerance zone 
modeling and its calculation. Small displacement torsors (SDT), in conjunction with the robotics kinematics, are utilized to 
establish the algebra model of the 3D tolerance zone and the tolerance propagation model. Convex sets theory is applied in the 
calculation and optimization of the size of the zone. The proposed method facilitates the design of the tolerance of the zone by 
using the variation ranges of uncertain parameters instead of the tolerance distribution. An example of 3D manufacturing tolerance 
design for a prismatic part is provided with Monte Carlo simulation results to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. 
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1. Introduction* 
Manufacturing tolerancing is intended to determine 
the intermediate geometrical and dimensional states of a 
manufactured part during its manufacturing process. 
Manufacturing tolerances serve to satisfy not only the 
functional requirements given in the product definition 
model, but also the manufacturing constraints, such as 
machine accuracy and minimum extra machining 
thickness. Despite numerous studies have been 
conducted in tolerancing during the last decades and 
many scientific progresses have been achieved, the 
problem is still far from solved, typically regarding 
three-dimensional manufacturing tolerancing. Current 
methods for 3D tolerance analysis or allocation are 
mainly focused on product design or assembly, but 
lacking of research on manufacturing tolerance design.  
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Manufacturing tolerance specification usually 
includes three design phases: (1) function analysis and 
division and acquiring elementary functional condition 
requirements according to the functional geometrical 
requirement; (2) the design of tolerance specifications 
and reference systems based on Geometric Product 
Specification standards; (3) calculation and optimization 
of tolerance values, or quantitative tolerancing. 
The calculation of manufacturing tolerances and 
further optimizing their values are studied in this paper. 
Concerning 3D manufacturing tolerance calculation, the 
impact of each component loop tolerance to the required 
tolerance (closed loop) is much more complicated than 
traditional one or two dimensional chain calculations. 
The synthesis of tolerance depends on the probability 
distribution of component tolerances. To develop an 
enabling method for manufacturing tolerance 
calculation, an approach for 3D manufacturing tolerance 
design is developed in this study. Small Displacement 
Torsor (SDT) and Robot Kinematics theory are utilized 
to solve how the component loop tolerance converts to 
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the closed loop tolerance, and how the complex 
tolerance propagation can be modelled and analysed. 
Convex set theory is introduced to facilitate the decision-
making of the tolerance value to avoid the difficulties of 
acquiring tolerance probability distribution. The 
proposed approach is an approximate method to solve 
3D manufacturing tolerance calculation problem and can 
promote the engineering application of 3D 
manufacturing tolerance design.  
2. Literature review 
Many methods have been proposed on 3D 
manufacturing tolerance design, and they can be 
classified into two categories: qualitative tolerance 
design and quantitative tolerance design. Tolerance 
modeling, tolerance analysis and tolerance synthesis are 
the three elements need to be developed in quantitative 
tolerance design. 
2.1. Tolerance presentation and modeling 
The purpose of tolerance modeling is to build the 
spatial math expression of individual tolerance geometry 
elements and its deviations, and describe the inequality 
constraints relationship between the characteristic 
parameters of deviations. Currently, there are several 
kinds of spatial mathematic models for tolerance 
analysis: SDT, Technologically and Topologically 
Related Surfaces (TTRS), Tolerance-Maps, 
GeoSpelling, and so on [1-3]. 
The SDT model, developed by Bourdet [4], is 
generally used for the representation of the geometrical 
deviations. The standardized tolerances can then be 
translated by a set of inequalities between the 
components of a deviation torsor. This concept has also 
been applied by Vignat and Villeneuve [5], who 
expanded the method to establish a manufacturing 
tolerancing with ISO standards. Giordano [6] also 
utilized deviation domains method in tolerance analysis 
and synthesis in axis-symmetric cases. Nejad et al [7] 
built a model of manufactured part (the MMP) for 
modeling the different geometrical deviation impacts on 
the part produced (error stack-up) in a multi-stage 
machining process. 
2.2. Tolerance analysis and synthesis 
Many mathematical tools (Jacobian matrix, 
transformation, projection, etc. [8-10]) have been 
proposed to analyze manufacturing tolerances. As for the 
modeling of three dimensional tolerance accumulations, 
Hu [11] studied variational geometric constraints 
network based computer aided tolerancing method, and 
put forward a Robot Kinematics model of 3D tolerance 
accumulation based on screw parameters. This model 
can describe the mathematical relationship of three 
dimensional tolerance accumulations between features 
by screw parameters matrix transformation. This method 
is applied in the study of establishing the 3D tolerance 
accumulation model for manufacturing process 
dimension chain in this paper. In order to specify the 
tolerance zone value, some theoretically and 
mathematically possibilities were proposed and worst-
case and statistical approach [12, 13] are two major 
types of methods among them.  
2.3. Convex set theory 
The non-probability convex model is put forward by 
Ben-Haim and Elishakoff [14]. In the model, certain 
types of convex sets are introduced to define the 
variation range of the uncertain parameters, and no 
distribution is required by any artificial hypothesis. 
Based on the model, the response variable of functional 
output can be obtained, and the obtained result can be 
utilised to, control the product quality. The convex 
model of uncertainty is particularly suitable for the cases 
that have only a relatively litter uncertain parameters 
distribution information but high reliability demand, 
such as quality control of large scale and complex 
precision engineering systems. The theory of convex set 
model has been applied in product structure design. For 
example, Ganzerli [15] utilized convex set model 
method in the case of loads and elastic moduli are both 
uncertain variation parameters, and discussed the 
uncertain parameter description by the super ellipsoid 
convex set.  
Compared with statistical approaches also including 
the fuzzy model approach, the convex model method 
only relies on the variation ranges of uncertain 
parameters, while not necessary to include the 
distribution of the parameters which is usually difficult 
to be obtained. Moreover, the convex model 
superposition arithmetic does not need reverse 
optimization, thus it considerably simplifies the 
calculation. This research takes the advantage of convex 
modeling arithmetic and applies it in the calculation of 
manufacturing tolerance zone.  
To characterize the tessellation surface, the authors 
using a lattice based method combined with the spectral 
analysis to characterization the tessellation surface. Fig.2 
gives the structure of the proposed method. The basic 
procedure includes six steps.  In the first step, pre-
processing the original measured data is needed. The 
aim of this step is to remove the irrelevant information 
from the tessellations that are to be characterized. A 
regression filter technique is used for this purpose as this 
method can remove form very well while not changing 
the tessellations itself. In the second step, the filtered 
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data is converted into the transfer domain to make the 
relationship of the tessellated tile more significant. Our 
method here is the Areal Autocorrelation Function 
(AACF) of the surface as it has been proved a good 
representation for the repetition over planar space. This 
method can highly improve the significance of the peaks 
in the AACF that represent the periodicity of the 
tessellations thus it can improve the accuracy of the 
extraction.  In the third step, the peak points of the 
AACF are linked and then by using a statistic histogram 
method two main linearly independent translation 
vectors, which can attribute the relationship of the 
tessellation tiles, can be constructed. In the fourth step: 
linking the vectors a lattice grid can be built. And from 
the relationship of the length and the angles between the 
two sides of the lattice, the lattice can be classified as: 
Parallelogram, rectangular, rhombic, square, and 
hexagonal. Accordingly, tessellated surfaces can be 
categorized by the above lattice types. In the fifth step, 
the ‘mean tessellation’ or the ‘reference tessellation’ will 
be built according to the extracted primitive structures 
and the translation vectors. And finally, in the sixth step, 
compare the pre-processed tessellation with the 
reconstructed tessellations, the ‘roughness’ parameters 
can be calculated. 
3. Approach to three-dimensional manufacturing 
tolerance design 
3.1. Three-dimensional tolerance algebra expression 
In this section, the algebra representation of 3D part 
operation geometry and its deviation by using SDT is 
introduced. The established 3D part operation model is 
called Part Operation Algebra Model (POAM). The 
POAM can depict the geometric model elements and 
their tolerance information, and provides geometric 
information for the 3D manufacturing dimensions and 
tolerances calculation.  
In POAM, the geometry and its deviation can be 
described by six torsors x, y, z, dx, dy and dz (3 for 
translation and 3 for rotation) and corresponding 
constraints among them. The six torsors are allocated 
corresponding variations to obtain variation expression 
of all geometry elements, and then form the variation 
expression of whole geometry which can be employed as 
geometric shape and tolerance analysis. Meanwhile, 
POAM formulated the constraints of each tolerance 
torsor parameter by a set of inequalities defined in [16]. 
For example, a position tolerance of the hole feature is 
specified using the least material principle (LMR). The 
measured elements of the tolerance should meet the 
actual size during  (D-TL)-  (D + TU), and the actual 
contour of the elements should not exceed the associated 
minimum entity effect boundary. The tolerance 
description model of the position tolerance is expressed 
as follows. 
The variation ranges of small displacement torsors 
tolerance zone are: 
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D and r are the diameter and radius of the hole, 
respectively.  
l is the depth of the hole. 
dr is the dimension tolerance of r.  
Tpos is the value of the position tolerance. 
TL and TU are minimum value and maximum value of 
dr, respectively. 
By limiting small displacements of the surface in its 
tolerance zone, the following constraint inequality 
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The size of the 3D tolerance zone needs to be 
determined so as to complete the design of a 3D part 
operation model and as the instruction of the process 
plan of the part for manufacturing execution. The 
calculation of the size uses the accumulated variation 
ranges of the torsor parameters of the tolerance. Convex 
set theory is applied in 3D tolerance zone calculation, 
optimization and uncertainty analysis and is described in 
Section 4. 
3.2. The model of three-dimensional tolerance 
propagation 
Robot Kinematics theory is utilized to establish 
tolerance propagation model and calculate the 3D 
tolerance torsor parameters accumulation in the 
manufacturing process dimension chain. A general 
expression of tolerance propagation model is presented 
by formulating the constraint equalities of the 3D 
tolerance torsor parameters accumulation. Meanwhile, 
the variation ranges and constraints of the 3D tolerance 
torsor parameters are identified by the POAM mentioned 
above. 
The constraint equalities of the 3D tolerance torsor 
parameters accumulation are obtained by robotics 
kinematics analysis methods [11]: 
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Eq. (3) gives the equality constraints of 3D tolerances 
accumulation. 0x , 0y , 0z , 0xd , 0yd  and 0zd , as the 
components for X, Y, Z axis rotation and motion 
respectively, are the torsor parameters of the tolerance to 
be calculated; xi , yi , zi , xid , yid  and zid  (i = 1, 
2,..., m) are the parameters of the given tolerance i in the 
dimension chain. iX , iY  and iZ  (i = 1, 2,..., m) are the 
translation vector coordinates of each tolerance. 
4. Convex set-based 3D tolerance zone calculation 
and optimization 
The determination of 3D tolerance zone of a 
positional tolerance is to calculate the tolerance zone 
size t0, limited to the actual tolerance variation domain 
(ATVD) with reliability greater than  (such as  = 0.6), 
as show in Fig. 1. Using the convex model in the 
calculation, the optimization of the size of the zone can 
further be obtained through the variation ranges of 
tolerance torsor parameters 0x , 0y , 0z , 0xd , 0yd  and 
0zd . Reliability index  is an indirect index, and it is the 
constraint of the tolerance zone optimization problem 
and it reflects the reliability of optimized tolerance zone 
t0. 
The optimization model for the convex set-based 3D 
tolerance zone can be described as: 








In Eq. (4), x is a uncertainty vector set, including 
tolerance torsor parameters xi , yi , zi , xid , yid  
and zid ; x  is the nominal values of the vector set; Lx  
and Ux  are the upper bound and lower bound of x  
respectively. ( , )W x p  is the objective function of the 
optimization problem. t0 is the tolerance zone size of 
machining requirement (MR). p is the parameters given 
by design.  is reliability index of the tolerance zone size, 
and  is a given reliability index.  
5. An example of three-dimensional tolerance design  
A prismatic part to be machined is used to illustrate 
the proposed approach, as shown in Fig. 2. The position 
of hole O1 is defined in design by the dimension O0O1. 
In the operation model of drilling of O1, the dimension 
O0O1 is indirectly guaranteed by other machining 
operations and it is the machining requirement in this 
operation. It is thus the closed loop dimension of the 
dimension chain as shown in the right side of Fig. 2. The 
determination of the O0O1 tolerance zone is a 3D 
manufacturing tolerance analysis issue. 
Fig. 2. Three-dimensional dimension chain in prismatic part 
 
Fig. 1. Geometric tolerance zone of positional tolerance 
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In Fig. 2, each nominal size in the dimension chain 
corresponds to the related size in the prismatic part. The 
design requirement of the positional tolerance of the hole 
O1 is 0.05mm with plane C and D as the datum reference 
frame. The distance between the hole O1 and plane C is 
O1O2, and the nominal size of O1O2 is 16.0mm. O2O3 is 
the distance between the hole O1 and plane D, and its 
nominal size is 12.0mm; the positional tolerance of the 
hole O7 is 0.05mm with plane A and B as the datum 
reference frame. The distances of the hole O7 to plane A 
and B are O5O6 and O6O7 respectively. The distance 
between plane B and D is O4O5, and the nominal size of 
O4O5 is 64.0mm.  
The O0O1 tolerance of the prismatic part is calculated 
by the method described in Section 3 and 4. Then the 
optimization is verified by Monte Carlo simulations. The 
calculation processes of O0O1 tolerance are in the 
following:  
1) Tolerance modeling 
According to SDT theory to establish algebra 
expression of tolerances in the dimension chain, and 
acquire small displacement torsor components of each 
tolerance and its constraint inequations. 
The constraint inequations of the torsor parameters of 
each tolerance are formulated to set up the POAM of this 
part by Eq. (1) and Eq. (2):  
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2) The kinematics model of 3D tolerance propagation 
In Table 1, the sixth column and the fifth column 
show the torsor parameters and the translation vector 
coordinates of each tolerance, respectively. Merge them 
into Eq. (3), and then the kinematics model of 3D 
tolerance propagation of this part is formulated as:  
 










O1 O2 16.0 Position 
tolerance 
0.05 {0,16,0} 1y , 1z , 1yd , 1zd  
O2 O3 12.0 Position 
tolerance 
0.05 {0,0,-12} 2x , 2z , 2xd , 2zd  
O3 O4 50.0 Dimension 
tolerance of 
plane 
0.025 {50,0,0} 3xd  
O4 O5 64.0 Dimension 
tolerance of 
plane 
0.025 {0,0,64} 4zd  
O5 O6 50.0 Position 
tolerance 
0.05 {-50,0,0} 5x , 5z , 5xd , 5zd  
O6 O7 15.0 Position 
tolerance 
0.05 {0,0,-15} 6x , 6z , 6xd , 6zd  
O7 O0 25.0 Position 
tolerance 
0.05 {0,0,-25} 7x , 7z , 7xd , 7zd  
O0 O1 20.3 MR  t0 {0,0,0} 0y , 0z , 0yd , 0zd  
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Therefore, the accumulated variation ranges of the 
torsor parameters of O0O1 tolerance determined by 
kinematics model of 3D tolerance propagation and 
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3) 3D tolerance zone calculation and optimization 
The tolerance zone size t0 for dimension O0O1 is 
obtained by convex set-based 3D tolerance zone 
optimization approach. The tolerance zone determined 
by t0 should be limited to the ATVD determined by 0x , 
0y , 0z , 0xd , 0yd  and 0zd with its reliability greater 
than  (such as  = 0.6).  
The optimization model of the 3D tolerance zone is 
built in the following Eq. (9):  
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0 0
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Conduct normalized transformation of all the variable 
components in the function equation Eq. (10), and then it 
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The above optimization problem can be solved then 
by Successive Quadratic Programming method, and the 
tolerance zone size t0 and its reliability index  of 
dimension O0O1 are: 
 
03.15t , and 
0 0.317 0.317 0.6 0.19t mm  
4) Monte Carlo simulations 
The optimization result is simulated by Monte Carlo 
method. 
1 2 7 1 2 7
, ,..., , , ,..,
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 are random 
sampled in their variation ranges separately according to 
uniform distribution and normal distribution. According 
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to the values of random sampling, the values of 0x , 
0y , 0z , 0xd , 0yd  and 0zd  are calculated and judged 
whether they remain in the optimized tolerance zone 
with reliability . Then the tolerance safety frequency Pr 
= Nr/N can be calculated based on the simulation result , 
where Nr is the sample number of satisfying function 
condition (as g(x) 0) and the total sample point number 
N is 5000. Part of the calculation results are listed in 
Table 2. 
The data in Table 2 states as follows  
1) The proposed reliability index  is safe and 
effective. When 1.0 , the safe frequency Pr is 1.0 
(with 100% safety). For all the tolerances with Pr less 
than 1.0,  is less than 1.0, namely it is possible to 
violate constraints. Meanwhile, the smaller  is, the 
smaller Pr is. 
2) The value of reliability index , which is 
independent on probability distribution, can reflect the 
safety degree of tolerance zone. Such as the data in the 
sixth row of Table 2, where  is 0.6, safety frequency of 
the uniform distribution is 0.988, while the normal 
distribution is 0.9998. The safety frequency calculated 
based on the simulation is not the real probability of the 
tolerance zone, because the simulation assumes that the 
torsor parameters of tolerances obey the uniform 
distribution or normal distribution. Meanwhile,  is not 
dependent on Pr, which indicates that  does not reflect 
the specific safety probability of the tolerance zone, but 
it reflects the safety degree of the tolerance zone.  
3) The 3D tolerance zone with given  can be solved 
by the proposed approach. The tolerance can be decided 
according to the tolerance variation ranges of component 
loops, instead of acquiring the tolerance distribution 
which is usually difficult to obtain. Specially, the 
proposed approach is an approximate method to 
calculate 3D manufacturing tolerances and can facilitate 
the engineering application. 
6. Conclusions 
The proposed tolerance design approach is able to 
process the three-dimensional quantitative tolerance 
design in manufacturing process dimension. While a 
defect of orientation is also the limiting factor in most 
cases, this approach can optimize the values of tolerance 
zone considering not only the dimension tolerances but 
also the orientation and position tolerances. The 3D 
tolerance zone calculation and optimization process 
employs convex set to describe the uncertainties of 3D 
tolerance zone variations, and utilizes the reliability 
index to define the safety degree of 3D tolerance zone. 
Therefore, the 3D tolerance zone calculation can be 
carried out with the variation ranges of uncertain 
parameters rather than considering the tolerance 
distribution which is usually difficult to obtain. This 
approach can greatly simplifies the calculation process of 
3D tolerance zone and provide practical engineering 
applications in 3D manufacturing tolerancing. The 
example and its Monte Carlo simulation results have 
illustrated the process of tolerance calculation and the 
validity of the method. The proposed work has also been 
embedded in CAD software systems as an enabling tool 
to simulate the feasibility of manufacturing processes.  
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